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SAN JOSE, Calif. -- Two groups--Fraunhofer and the University of Illinois--
have separately claimed breakthroughs in solar cell production. 

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and related compounds claim to offer nearly twice 
the efficiency as silicon in solar cells. But solar cells based on these 
materials are expensive to make.  

The University of Illinois claims to have developed a lower-cost method of 
manufacturing compound semiconductors such as GaAs for many 
electronic device applications, including solar cells.  

The group deposited multiple layers of the material on a single wafer, 
creating a layered, “pancake” stack of gallium arsenide thin films.  

''Next the researchers individually peel off the layers and transfer them. To 
accomplish this, the stacks alternate layers of aluminum arsenide with the 
gallium arsenide. Bathing the stacks in a solution of acid and an oxidizing 
agent dissolves the layers of aluminum arsenide, freeing the individual thin 
sheets of gallium arsenide,'' according to the group.  

''A soft stamp-like device picks up the layers, one at a time from the top 
down, for transfer to another substrate -- glass, plastic or silicon, depending 
on the application. Then the wafer can be reused for another growth,'' 
according to the group.  

The paper’s co-authors include two scientists from Semprius Inc., a North 
Carolina-based startup company that is beginning to use this technique to 
manufacture solar cells.  

Semprius is developing concentrator photovoltaic (CPV) modules for large-
scale solar power generation. Semprius' micro-transfer printing technology 
enables CPV modules constructed from a large array of very small gallium 
arsenide-based, multi-junction solar cells. Module cost is minimized by 
using high concentration ratio.  

X-Fab Semiconductor Foundries AG will serve as the foundry for flexible IC 
technology vendor Semiprius after X-Fab made a strategic investment of 
$1.5 million in the former University of Illinois spinout.  

“For photovoltaics, you want large area coverage to catch as much sunlight 
as possible. In an extreme case we might grow enough layers to have 10 
times the area of the conventional route,” said U. of I. Professor John 
Rogers, in a statement. “You really multiply the area coverage, and by a 
similar multiplier you reduce the cost, while at the same time eliminating the 
consumption of the wafer.”  
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Related Links: 
 Flexible IC vendor inks foundry deal with X-Fab  

 

  Related News 

• Boston-Power signs up BMZ to make battery packs 
 
• Cisco expands efforts in Chengdu 
 
• Nokia, CEA-Leti to present high-speed NFC 
 
• Magma sharply narrows annual loss 
 
• 3-axis accelerometer cuts power, add features 
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  Related Products 

• X-ES bases OpenVPX module on Freescale eight-core P4080 
processor 
 
• Arbitrary waveform generators produce high sample rate, 
resolution 
 
• Flat-flex cable-compatible driver boards power LED-backlit LCDs 
 
• Isolated DC-DC converter delivers 60W in tiny package 
 
• 16-bit DAC enhances connectivity, system efficiency in remote 
industrial apps  
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watching out for in 2010. Biofeedback or 
thought-control of electronics are among the contenders. More...  

Hot applications in 2010: We've compiled a 
list of 10 technology applications you should 
watch for in 2010, ranging from e-book 
readers to 3-D TVs. We examine the features 
that make these apps so compelling as well 
unresolved issues. More...  

Top 25 predictions for semis in 2010: 2010 
is just beginning to unfold in the electronics 
industry. Looking into our crystal ball, we 
have released our own chip forecasts--and 
other predictions--for 2010. More...  

Seven things to fix in 2010: The editors of 
EE Times came up with their own informal 
list of things we hope engineers fix in 2010, 
spanning everything from nano-lithography 
to space travel. What do you want to see get 
done this year? More...  

'09 moves that are shaping the future: This 
was a brutal year, but the industry gets a 
nod for showing grace under fire. Here's our 
Top 10 guide to the coming year, illustrating 
what to expect in 2010. More...  

10 CEOs out in 2009: It's been a tough year 
for the global electronics industry and CEOs. 
We survey the dismissal of 10 industry CEOs 
during the first three quarters of 2009 and 
what's ahead for the rest of the year. 
More...  

Notable women in microelectronics: There 
is no better time than a global economic 
recession to examine the keys to successful 
corporate governance. So, EE Times has 
compiled an international list that 
celebrates women who are business and 
technology leaders in semis. More...  

Silicon 60 moves to version 10 Twenty-one 
companies left EE Times' list of emerging 
startups to be replaced by 21 hopeful 
companies. More...  
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